Neutrophils Select Hypervirulent CovRS Mutants of M1T1 Group A Streptococcus during Subcutaneous Infection of Mice
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Pathogen mutants arise during infections. Mechanisms of selection for pathogen variants are poorly understood. We tested whether neutrophils select mutations in the two-component regulatory system CovRS of group A Streptococcus (GAS) during infection using the lack of production of the protease SpeB (SpeB activity negative [SpeBA−]) as a marker. Depletion of neutrophils by antibodies RB6-8C5 and 1A8 reduced the percentage of SpeBA− variants (SpeBA−%) recovered from mice infected with GAS strain MGAS2221 by >76%. Neutrophil recruitment and SpeBA−% among recovered GAS were reduced by 95% and 92%, respectively, in subcutaneous MGAS2221 infection of CXCR2−/− mice compared with control mice. In air sac infection with MGAS2221, levels of neutrophils and macrophages in lavage fluid were reduced by 49% and increased by 287%, respectively, in CXCR2−/− mice compared with control mice, implying that macrophages play an insignificant role in the reduction of selection for SpeBA− variants in CXCR2−/− mice. One randomly chosen SpeBA− mutant outcompeted MGAS2221 in normal mice but was outcompeted by MGAS2221 in neutropenic mice and had enhancements in expression of virulence factors, innate immune evasion, skin invasion, and virulence. This and nine other SpeBA− variants from a mouse all had nonsynonymous covRS mutations that resulted in the SpeBA− phenotype and enhanced expression of the CovRS-controlled secreted streptococcal esterase (SsE).

Our findings are consistent with a model that neutrophils select spontaneous covRS mutations that maximize the potential of GAS to evade neutrophil responses, resulting in variants with enhanced survival and virulence. To our knowledge, this is the first report of the critical contribution of neutrophils to the selection of pathogen variants.

The human pathogen group A Streptococcus (GAS) causes both relatively mild pharyngitis and superficial skin infections and potentially lethal, severe invasive infections (1). Severe invasive infections are most frequently caused by GAS strains of serotypes M1, M3, and M12 among GAS strains of >200 M protein serotypes in the United States (2). In particular, a serotype M1T1 clone of M1 GAS that emerged in the 1980s has globally disseminated and has been associated with the resurgence of severe invasive GAS infections in the last 30 years (3–11). Clinical isolates from severe invasive infections usually possess hypervirulence and an enhanced capacity to invade soft tissues and evade neutrophil responses compared with pharyngitis isolates (12–14). Invasive GAS isolates frequently carry a mutation in the genes encoding the two-component regulatory system CovRS (also known as CsrRS) (15, 16), and covRS mutations are a common cause of their hypervirulence and enhancement of soft tissue invasion and innate immune evasion (12–14). CovRS negatively regulates many virulence factors, including most of those that are involved in innate immune evasion (17–20). As a result of CovRS mutations, the loss of production of the protease SpeB and enhanced production of the hyaluronic acid capsule and secreted streptococcal esterase (SsE) contribute to the phenotype of hypervirulent isolates (14, 21–25).

The association of the M1T1 GAS clone with severe invasive infections appears to be linked to its proneness to the selection of covRS mutations during infection. A natural covS deletion in an invasive M1T1 isolate is responsible for its hypervirulence and enhanced innate immune evasion (14). Null covS mutations of M1T1 isolates arise in experimental invasive infection in mice (12, 26, 27). The lack of production of the protease SpeB (SpeB−, for the SpeB activity-negative phenotype) has been used as a marker for GAS variants with covRS mutations (27, 28), although the validity of this approach has not been rigorously tested. In contrast, the first sequenced M1 GAS strain, SF370, rarely switches to the SpeB− phenotype during experimental mouse infection (27). The DNase Sda1, encoded by a prophage, which is carried by some M1T1 isolates but not by SF370, plays a critical role in the selection of covRS mutations of M1T1 isolate 5448 during infection in mice (27). However, introduction of the Sda1-encoding prophage into SF370 does not facilitate the selection of SpeBA− mutants in vivo (29). Furthermore, hypervirulent variants with covS mutations arise in strains that lack Sda1 (30). Besides Sda1, the capsule synthetase gene hasA and the M protein gene emm are required for the selection of SpeB− variants (28). Despite these considerable efforts and advancement, the exact basis for the selection of covRS mutants in vivo remains unknown.

In contrast to the active search for the basis on the pathogen side for the selection of covRS mutations, there has been no report on host factors that contribute to the selection of CovRS variants. Here we report the first examination of the role of host factors in the selection of GAS covRS mutations. We found that neutrophils are the primary selection pressure for covRS variants of M1T1 GAS strain MGAS2221. We also demonstrated that a randomly
chosen isolate with a null covS mutation had an advantage in survival and an enhanced capacity to evade innate immune responses. These findings demonstrate that neutrophils critically contribute to the selection of M1T1 GAS covRS mutations that compromise neutrophil responses and enhance GAS survival and virulence.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Declaration of ethical approval. All animal experimental procedures were carried out in strict accordance with the recommendations in the Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals (31). The protocols for the experiments were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee at Montana State University (permit number 2011-57).

Bacterial strains and growth. Sequenced M1 isolate SF370 (32) and M1T1 strain MGAS2221 (12) were used in this study. SpeB−/− strain 1 (SpeB−/−) was a randomly chosen mutant among isolates that were recovered from MGAS2221 skin infection sites in mice and had abolished SpeB production. This strain had a deletion of 5 bases at positions 132 to 136 of the covS gene. These GAS isolates and other testing strains were grown in Todd-Hewitt broth supplemented with 0.2% yeast extract (TH) at 37°C in 5% CO2. Tryptase agar with 5% sheep blood and TH agar were used as the solid media. GAS bacteria used for animal experiments were harvested at the mid–exponential growth phase (optical density at 600 nm [OD600] of 0.4) and washed three times with and resuspended in pyrogen-free Dulbecco’s phosphate-buffered saline (DPBS) to the desired doses.

Neutrophil depletion. Rat anti-murine Ly6G monoclonal antibodies (Mabs) RB6-8C5 and 1A8 and isotype control MAb 2A3 for 1A8 were purchased from Bio X Cell. To deplete and maintain the depletion of neutrophils, 250 μg RB6-8C5 or 1A8 in 0.5 ml DPBS was injected into the intraperitoneal cavity of each female C57BL/6 mouse (5 weeks old) at 24 h prior to and 24 h after GAS inoculation. Control mice were treated similarly with 2A3 or DPBS. The efficiency of neutrophil depletion was evaluated by flow cytometry analysis. Blood samples were collected into heparinized tubes from maxillary bleeds of mice 24 h after they had been treated with RB6-8C5, 1A8, or the control. The blood samples were incubated with an antibody cocktail of fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC)-conjugated rat anti-mouse CD11b (BD Biosciences) and Alexa Fluor 647-conjugated rat anti-mouse Ly6G (BioLegend) at a 1:200 dilution at 37°C for 15 min. Red blood cells in the samples were then lysed by using the Whole Blood Lysing Reagent kit (Beckman Coulter) according to the manufacturer’s protocol. White blood cells in the stained samples were analyzed on a BD LSR flow cytometer running FACSDiva software (BD Biosciences). Flow cytometry data were analyzed by using the FlowJo software program (TreeStar Inc.). Levels of neutrophils at skin infection sites 24 h after GAS inoculation were also determined, as described below, to confirm the efficiency of neutrophil depletion.

Mouse infections. Selection of SpeB−/− variants was done by using 5-week-old female C57BL/6 neutropenic mice, male CXC2−/− knockout (KO) (CXC2−/−) mice in the BALB/c background, and BALB/c control mice for CXC2−/− mice. These mice were bred at the Animal Resource Center at Montana State University using breeding pairs of mice from the Jackson Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME). The CXC2−/− mice [C12952B6/Cxcr2am1lov]/J had a deficiency in chemokine (C-X-C) receptor 2 and impaired neutrophil migration (33). Each mouse was subcutaneously inoculated with 0.2 ml of an MGAS2221 or SF370 suspension at an OD600 of 0.9. In experiments using neutropenic mice, GAS was inoculated subcutaneously in mice 24 h after mice were injected intraperitoneally with 250 μg RB6-8C5 or 1A8, and the mice were injected with the antibodies again at 24 h after GAS infection. The infection site in the skin was collected at the indicated times after inoculation to measure the percentage of SpeB−/− variants (SpeB−/− %) of GAS bacteria isolated from these tissues.

Five-week-old female CD-1 mice from Charles River Laboratories were used to compare the SpeB−/− strain with MGAS2221 in virulence, neutrophil recruitment, skin invasion, and systemic GAS dissemination. Groups of 15 mice were subcutaneously inoculated with 0.2 ml of MGAS2221 and SpeB−/− suspensions in DPBS at an OD600 of 0.9. Five mice of each group were euthanized to collect skin samples for measurement of lesion size and neutrophil recruitment as described below, and the liver and spleen were also harvested to measure numbers of viable GAS bacteria. The other 10 mice of each group were monitored daily for 14 days to determine survival rates.

Quantification of SpeB−/− isolates. The skin and liver samples obtained as described above were homogenized in DPBS by using a Kontes pestle and plated at appropriate dilutions. Forty-eight colonies were randomly picked from each sample, inoculated in 200 μl THY in 96-well plates, and cultured overnight. Three microliters of 10% β-mercaptoethanol was added to each well, and the cultures in the plate were centrifuged at 3,500 rpm. The SpeB activity in the supernatant of GAS cultures grown overnight was detected by using a casein plate assay as described previously (34).

Cytospin analysis. MGAS2221 (0.1 ml of bacterial suspension in DPBS with an OD600 of 1.1) was injected with 0.9 ml air subcutaneously into 5 male BALB/c (control) or CXCR2−/− mice. Twelve hours later, the mice were euthanized, and the air sac of each mouse was lavaged with 1 ml of cold DPBS. An aliquot of the recovered lavage fluid was used to determine the total number of live cells by trypan blue exclusion counts. A second aliquot of the recovered lavage fluid at an appropriate dilution was used to prepare cytospin slides using a Shandon Cytospin cytocentrifuge. The slides were stained by using the Diff-Quik stain kit from Fisher Scientific. Neutrophils and macrophages among 150 host cells on each cytospin slide were counted to determine the percentages of neutrophils and macrophages, and the total numbers of neutrophils and macrophages were calculated from the percentage data and the total counts of live cells in the lavage samples.

GAS competitive growth/survival assay. A 1:1 SpeB−/−:MGAS2221 mixture (0.2 ml) was injected with 0.8 ml air subcutaneously into 18 C57BL/6 or neutropenic mice obtained from C57BL/6 mice by treatment with MAb RB6-8C5. Nine C57BL/6 or neutropenic mice were euthanized at 1 or 24 h after inoculation, and the air sac was lavaged with 1 ml PBS. The lavage samples were plated onto THY agar plates. The percentage of SpeB−/− variants in GAS colonies for each lavage sample was determined by analyzing 48 colonies of each sample with an SpeB activity assay, as described above. SpeB−/− and MGAS2221 showed negative and positive SpeB production, respectively.

Quantification of neutrophil infiltration. The skin around the infection site was peeled off, and the skin lesion was recognized by the boundary of the inflammation area. The size of skin lesions was measured by analyzing the lesion pictures using the area measurement tool of the Adobe Acrobat 9 software program (Adobe Systems Inc.). The skin containing the infection area was excised for neutrophil measurement. Numbers of recruited neutrophils in the infected skin samples were determined by a myeloperoxidase assay, as described previously (35).

DNA sequencing. A DNA fragment containing the covRS genes was amplified from test strains by using the primers 5′-TCCCTGAAAGACTATTGAC-3′ and 5′-TTCATGCATCATCATTGC-3′ and the Phusion high-fidelity PCR kit (New England Biolabs). DNA sequencing of the amplified PCR products was performed by using the BigDye Terminator v3.1 cycle sequencing kit and an Applied Biosystems 3130 Genetic analyzer. Primers used for sequencing were 5′-TCGCTAGAAGACTTACATTGAC-3′, 5′-TTCATGCATCATCATTGC-3′, 5′-AAGCGGGCTTACATTCTTC-3′, 5′-AAATCCACAACGGGTTCG-3′, 5′-TGATACACCAGCACCAGATG-3′, 5′-TGTAGACAGAAGGGCAG-3′, 5′-TACGCCAACACTGTTCAAC-3′, and 5′-GTGGGTTAAGATGACAG-3′. Sequence data were analyzed by using Sequencer 5.1 software (Gene Codes Corporation).

Real time RT-PCR analysis. MGAS2221 and SpeB−/− were grown at 37°C (5% CO2) to an OD600 of 0.2 in THY. Total RNA was isolated from these GAS bacteria as described previously (24). High RNA quality was
confirmed by using an Agilent 2100 Bioanalyzer and a RNA 6000 Lab Chip kit (Agilent Technologies). TaqMan quantitative reverse transcription-PCR (RT-PCR) assays were performed by using probes specific for *emm*, *hash*, *spyCEP*, *sse*, and *gyrA* (control) and the ABI 7500 Fast system (Applied Biosystems Inc.), as described previously (24). Control reaction mixtures that did not contain reverse transcriptase revealed no contamination of genomic DNA in any RNA sample. All RNA samples were assayed in triplicate, and mRNA levels of genes were compared by using the ΔΔCT method with normalization to the mRNA levels of the *gyrA* gene, which were about the same in all samples.

Analyses for SsE production. Relative levels of SsE production by MGAS2221 and its variants were determined by Western blotting and the 2-thio-PAF hydrolysis assay (36) for platelet-activating factor acetylhydrolase (PAF-AH) activity in culture supernatants. Western blotting to detect the presence of SsE and Spy0469 (control), a secreted protein, in culture supernatants was performed as described previously (24). In the 2-thio-PAF hydrolysis assay, 100 μl of the culture supernatant from the exponential growth phase (OD600 = −0.33) was mixed with 30 μl of a reactant solution containing 0.9 mM 2-thio-PAF and 1.3 mM 5,5'dithiobis(2-nitrobenzoic acid) at room temperature in a well of a 96-well plate. The absorbance change at 414 nm (ΔA414) as a measure of SsE-catalyzed 2-thio-PAF hydrolysis, was recorded with time by using a SPECTRAmax 384 Plus spectrophotometer (Molecular Devices).

Complementation of CovRS mutants. Plasmid pCovSC for in trans complementation and the vector control pDCBB were described previously (20). To construct the suicide plasmid pGRV-CovRS, a DNA fragment containing the *covRS* genes was amplified by using primers 5'-GGTAGATAGAGACCGCGTCA-3' and 5'-GGCGGATCC GTGATAGTAGAGCAGCGGTCA-3', and the PCR product was cloned into pGRV (37) at the BglII and BamHI sites. SpeB<sup>−</sup> variants with *covS* mutations were transformed with pCovSC or pDCBB (20). For complementing SpeB<sup>−</sup> variants with *covR* mutations, pGRV-CovRS was integrated into the genome of the variants by a single crossover. All complement and vector control strains were selected with 10 mg/liter chloramphenicol.

Statistical analyses. The Prism software program (Graph-Pad Software Inc.) was used for all statistical analyses. Survival data were analyzed by using the log-rank (Mantel-Cox) test. The data in Fig. 1B and 5A were analyzed by using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Tukey’s multiple-comparison test. The P values other than that in the survival study were obtained by using the two-tailed Mann-Whitney t test.

RESULTS

Time course of in vivo accumulation of MGAS2221 SpeB<sup>−</sup> variants. We hypothesize that GAS SpeB<sup>−</sup> variants are selected for better survival against innate immunity during infection. If this hypothesis is correct, SpeB<sup>−</sup> variants should accumulate with time. Thus, we measured the percentage of SpeB<sup>−</sup> variants of MGAS2221 among GAS bacteria recovered from infection sites in the skin at different time points after inoculation by analyzing 48 colonies from each mouse using the casein hydrolysis assay for the SpeB protease activity in the supernatants of cultures grown overnight (Fig. 1A). All colonies analyzed were confirmed to be GAS by their beta-hemolytic activity on blood agar plates, and GAS isolates with the SpeB<sup>−</sup> phenotype were analyzed twice and could be repeated. No SpeB<sup>−</sup> isolates were detected at 24 h after inoculation of MGAS2221, an M1T1 isolate. On day 2, the percentage (mean ± standard deviation [SD]) of SpeB<sup>−</sup> variants was 5.5% ± 8.1%, which increased to 17.9% ± 22.5% and 33.0% ± 19.5% on days 3 and 4, respectively (Fig. 1B). The data at one time point were significantly different from those 2 days apart. As reported previously (27), no SpeB<sup>−</sup> variants of GAS strain SF370 were detected at day 4 after GAS inoculation in mice (Fig. 1B). The total CFU of GAS at the MGAS2221 infection site remained nearly constant, ranging from 1.1 × 10<sup>8</sup> to 1.7 × 10<sup>8</sup> during a period of 4 days (Fig. 1C). However, the data showing that one-third of GAS bacteria on day 4 were SpeB<sup>−</sup> variants indicate active growth and clearance of GAS at infection sites.

Neutrophils exert pressure for selection of SpeB<sup>−</sup> variants. We next tested whether neutrophils exert primary pressure for
selection of SpeB\(^{Δ−}\) variants. We first used neutropenic mice to address this question. To obtain neutropenic mice, 250 \(\mu\)g of monoclonal antibody RB6-8C5, which was commonly used to deplete mice of neutrophils (38), was injected into the intraperitoneal cavity. The efficiency of neutrophil depletion was examined by fluorescence-activated cell sorting (FACS). Blood was collected 24 h after the RB6-8C5 treatment, and white blood cells were incubated with Alexa Fluor-labeled anti-Ly6G and FITC-labeled anti-CD11b antibodies. FACS analysis detected Ly6G/CD11b neutrophils in the blood of DPBS-treated (control) but not RB6-8C5-treated mice (Fig. 2A and B). To determine whether the RB6-8C5 treatment reduces the levels of neutrophils at infections sites, RB6-8C5-treated and DPBS-treated mice were infected subcutaneously with MGA2221 24 h after RB6-8C5 injection, and levels of neutrophils at skin infection sites were measured 24 h after GAS infection by using the myeloperoxidase assay (35). Because monocytes also produce myeloperoxidase at levels from 33% of those in neutrophils in human (39) to 1.8% of those in neutrophils in rats (35), we first estimated the contribution of inflammatory macrophages to levels of myeloperoxidase at the skin infection sites 24 h after MGAS2221 inoculation. Percentages of neutrophils and macrophages among 150 cells at hematoxylin and eosin (H&E)-stained skin samples under a microscope. (F) Levels of infiltrated neutrophils at the infection site in the skin at 24 h after inoculation of 9.4 \(\times\) 10\(^7\) CFU MGAS2221 in C57BL/6 mice. The mice were intraperitoneally injected with DPBS, RB6-8C5, or 1A8 at 24 h prior to MGAS2221 infection. PMN, polymorphonuclear leukocytes.

MGAS2221 bacteria were recovered from the skin infection sites on day 4 after inoculation and were analyzed to determine whether they produced SpeB by the SpeB protease activity assay (34). Dead mice were excluded from the SpeB activity assay. A total of (1.5 \(±\) 0.2)% of GAS bacteria recovered from RB6-8C5-treated mice did not produce SpeB, whereas (53 \(±\) 26)% of GAS bacteria recovered from DPBS-treated mice had the SpeBA phenotype \((P = 0.0009)\) (Fig. 3A). The treatment of mice with RB6-8C5 nearly abolished the selection of SpeB\(^{Δ−}\) variants during infection.

Because RB6-8C5 also depletes a subset of monocytes that express granulocyte receptor 1 (Gr1) (38), the results of the RB6-8C5 experiment would indicate a role of neutrophils and/or inflammatory macrophages in the selection of SpeB\(^{Δ−}\) variants.
during infection. We performed two additional tests to further examine the role of neutrophils in SpeB\(^{\Delta}\) selection. First, the anti-Ly6G-specific MAb 1A8, which targets only neutrophils (38), was used to deplete neutrophils. FACS analyses showed that treatment with 1A8 (Fig. 2E), but not 2A3 (subtype control MAb) (Fig. 2D), efficiently depleted neutrophils. The myeloperoxidase assay showed that 1A8 reduced neutrophil levels at MGAS2221 infection sites by 92% compared with DPBS-treated mice (Fig. 2F), and this reduction efficiency was slightly lower than that for the RB6-8C5 treatment. The percentages of SpeB\(^{\Delta}\) isolates among GAS bacteria recovered from 1A8-treated mice in two independent experiments (experiment 1, 14%\(\pm\)12%; experiment 2, 7%\(\pm\)7%; combined, 11%\(\pm\)10%) were significantly lower than those recovered from mice treated with 2A3 (experiment 1, 49%\(\pm\)21%; experiment 2, 40%\(\pm\)20%; combined, 46%\(\pm\)21%) (P values of 0.0011 [experiment 1], 0.0001 [experiment 2], and <0.0001 [combined]) (Fig. 3B). The results indicate a major role of neutrophils in the selection of SpeB\(^{\Delta}\) variants.

The second experiment used CXCR2\(^{-/-}\) mice. These mice have impaired neutrophil migration (33). MGAS2221 induced (7.3 \(\pm\) 3.2) \(\times\) 10\(^4\) neutrophils/mm\(^2\) at subcutaneous infection sites in CXCR2\(^{-/-}\) mice, which was only 5% of that at infection sites in BALB/c mice ([11.45 \(\pm\) 0.12] \(\times\) 10\(^4\) neutrophils/mm\(^2\)) (P < 0.0001) (Fig. 3C). The SpeB\(^{\Delta}\) % for GAS bacteria recovered from skin infection sites of MGAS2221 in CXCR2\(^{-/-}\) mice was 2.9% \(\pm\) 3.8%, which was only 7.6% of that for GAS bacteria from BALB/c mice (38.0% \(\pm\) 12%) (P = 0.0002) (Fig. 3D). It is possible that CXCR2\(^{-/-}\) mice reduced the recruitment of inflammatory macrophages due to the impaired neutrophil infiltration during MGAS2221 infection, resulting in a reduction in the selection of SpeB\(^{\Delta}\) variants. To examine this possibility, we quantified the numbers of neutrophils and macrophages in the lavage fluid of the skin air sac containing MGAS2221 at 12 h after GAS inoculation, and neutrophils and macrophages in the lavage fluid were quantified as described in Materials and Methods. (A and B) Representative pictures of cytospin showing neutrophils (blue arrow) and macrophages (red arrow) for the lavage samples from BALB/c (A) and CXCR2\(^{-/-}\) (B) mice. (C) Numbers of neutrophils and macrophages in the lavage samples from BALB/c and CXCR2\(^{-/-}\) mice.

FIG 3 Neutrophils select SpeB\(^{\Delta}\) variants. (A and B) SpeB\(^{\Delta}\) % of GAS isolates recovered from the skin infection site of MGAS2221 in C57BL/6 mice with intraperitoneal treatment with DPBS or RB6-8C5 (A) and 2A3 (subtype MAb control) or 1A8 (B) at day 4 post-subcutaneous infection with 5 \(\times\) 10\(^7\) CFU of MGAS2221. (C) Levels of neutrophil infiltration at the skin infection site of MGAS2221 in BALB/c and CXCR2\(^{-/-}\) mice at 24 h postinoculation. (D) SpeB\(^{\Delta}\) % of GAS isolates recovered from the skin infection site in BALB/c and CXCR2\(^{-/-}\) mice at day 4 post-subcutaneous infection with MGAS2221.

FIG 4 Comparison of neutrophil and macrophage infiltration in air sac MGAS2221 infection of CXCR2\(^{-/-}\) and BALB/c mice by cytospin analysis. Air sacs containing MGAS2221 were lavaged at 12 h after GAS inoculation, and neutrophils and macrophages in the lavage fluid were quantified as described in Materials and Methods. Air sacs containing MGAS2221 were lavaged at 12 h after GAS inoculation, and neutrophils and macrophages in the lavage fluid were quantified as described in Materials and Methods. Air sacs containing MGAS2221 were lavaged at 12 h after GAS inoculation, and neutrophils and macrophages in the lavage fluid were quantified as described in Materials and Methods.
infiltration during MGAS2221 infection since the SpeB<sup>A−</sup>% of GAS isolates recovered from CXCR2<sup>−/−</sup> mice was lower than that from control mice. Thus, the increase in macrophage infiltration in infection of CXCR2<sup>−/−</sup> mice rules out a major role of inflammatory macrophages in the selection of SpeB<sup>A−</sup> variants of MGAS2221. Taken together, all the results of the three experiments indicate that neutrophils play a dominant role in the selection of MGAS2221 SpeB<sup>A−</sup> variants during infection.

**Advantage in survival and disadvantage in growth of the SpeB<sup>A−</sup> strain compared to the parent strain.** The role of neutrophils in the selection of SpeB<sup>A−</sup> variants suggests that the mutants may be more resistant to neutrophil-mediated clearance than MGAS2221. To test this idea, we performed a competitive growth/clearance assay in normal and neutropenic mice. The neutropenic mice were prepared by depletion of neutrophils with RB6-8C5, as described above. RB6-8C5 was used for this test was because the test was performed immediately after we observed the detrimental effect of the RB6-8C5 treatment of mice on the selection for SpeB<sup>A−</sup> variants of MGAS2221 during infection and before 1A8 was used later for additional tests. In this competitive assay, an approximate 1:1 mixture of SpeB<sup>A−</sup>, a randomly chosen SpeB<sup>A−</sup> mutant, and MGAS2221 was subcutaneously inoculated into C57BL/6 mice without (normal mice) or with (neutropenic mice) depletion of neutrophils, and 24 h later, viable bacteria were recovered from infection sites to determine SpeB<sup>A−</sup>% in the recovered SpeB<sup>A−</sup>-MGAS2221 mixture. The number of SpeB<sup>A−</sup> variants derived from MGAS2221 at 24 h after inoculation should be negligible according to the data in Fig. 1B. Indeed, sequencing of the covRS genes in 10 randomly picked SpeB<sup>A−</sup> colonies from this competitive assay found that they had the same covS mutation as SpeB<sup>A−</sup>. Thus, the SpeB<sup>A−</sup>% data in this test reflected the relative growth and survival of SpeB<sup>A−</sup> and MGAS2221 in both normal and neutropenic mice. The percentage of SpeB<sup>A−</sup> variants in GAS in neutropenic mice significantly decreased from 66% ± 8% at 1 h after inoculation to 55% ± 8% at 24 h after inoculation (P = 0.0213) (Fig. 5A). These data indicate that the relative population of SpeB<sup>A−</sup> decreased with time in neutropenic mice and that SpeB<sup>A−</sup> grew more slowly than MGAS2221 in vivo. The growth rate of SpeB<sup>A−</sup> in THY was 75% of that of MGAS2221 according to the slope of the growth curves in the exponential growth phase (Fig. 5B). In contrast, the percentage of SpeB<sup>A−</sup> bacteria in GAS from normal mice significantly increased from 70% ± 6% at 1 h after inoculation to 83% ± 13% at 24 h after inoculation (P = 0.0133) (Fig. 5A). The SpeB<sup>A−</sup>% value at 24 h after inoculation in normal mice was 51% higher than that in neutropenic mice (P = 0.0006). The data show that the relative population of SpeB<sup>A−</sup> bacteria increased with time in normal mice. Thus, even though SpeB<sup>A−</sup> had a disadvantage in growth in vivo compared to MGAS2221, it had a survival advantage over the parent strain against innate immune responses. The data suggest that SpeB<sup>A−</sup> mutants are selected because of their advantage for survival against innate immunity over the parent strain.

**Enhanced innate immune evasion by SpeB<sup>A−</sup> variants.** SpeB<sup>A−</sup> variants must have enhanced innate immune evasion to have an advantage in survival over the parent strain. To test this possibility, a mouse model of subcutaneous infection was used to compare SpeB<sup>A−</sup> to MGAS2221 in levels of neutrophil infiltration, skin invasion, systemic dissemination, and virulence. Levels of neutrophils at the MGAS2221 infection site at 24 h postinoculation (mean value ± SD of [1.1 ± 0.3] × 10<sup>6</sup> neutrophils/mm<sup>2</sup>) were 5.6-fold higher than those at the SpeB<sup>A−</sup> infection site ([1.9 ± 0.8] × 10<sup>6</sup> neutrophils/mm<sup>2</sup>) (P = 0.0004) (Fig. 6A). The lesion size caused by SpeB<sup>A−</sup> infection (406 ± 155 mm<sup>2</sup>) was 3-fold greater than that caused by MGAS2221 (151 ± 28 mm<sup>2</sup>) (P = 0.0045) (Fig. 6B). Numbers of viable GAS bacteria in the liver and spleen of mice infected with SpeB<sup>A−</sup> at 24 h after inoculation were (1.2 ± 1.6) × 10<sup>5</sup> CFU/g and (6.5 ± 12) × 10<sup>7</sup> CFU/g, respectively, whereas very few GAS bacteria were detected in the liver and spleen of mice infected by MGAS2221 (Fig. 6C and D). In the survival test, all mice infected with SpeB<sup>A−</sup> did not survive, but all mice infected with MGAS2221 did (P < 0.0001) (Fig. 6E). Thus, SpeB<sup>A−</sup> had a higher capacity than MGAS2221 to evade neutrophil responses, invade the skin tissue, and disseminate, resulting in the hypervirulence of the mutant.

**SpeB downregulation and Sse upregulation in SpeB<sup>A−</sup> variants were caused by covRS mutations.** The phenotype of SpeB<sup>A−</sup> described above was similar to that of GAS isolates from human patients and mice that have null covS mutations (12–14). Indeed, DNA sequencing of the covRS genes revealed that SpeB<sup>A−</sup> had a deletion of bases 132 to 136 of the covS gene (5′-TTTCT-3′). Transcription of the innate immunity-evading genes hsaA, spyCEP, and sse in SpeB<sup>A−</sup> was enhanced by >35-fold compared with MGAS2221 (Fig. 6F). These results are consistent with pre-
vious findings on the effect of null covS deletion on expression of these virulence genes (14, 24).

To determine whether covRS mutations were common among SpeBA⁻/⁻ variants of MGAS2221 recovered from mice, we sequenced the covRS genes of all 11 SpeBA⁻/⁻ isolates and 2 randomly chosen SpeBA⁻/⁻ colonies among 48 tested GAS colonies from a mouse. All 11 SpeBA⁻/⁻ variants had covRS mutations: 6 of them with a deletion, insertion, or nonsense mutation that resulted in the truncation of CovS; 3 variants with an Ala-to-Asp missense mutation at position 388 of CovS (CovSAla388Asp); and 2 variants with CovRIle205Phe mutations (Table 1). In contrast, both SpeBA⁻/⁻ isolates had the wild-type covRS sequence. In addition, there were no synonymous mutations in the covRS genes of the 11 SpeBA⁻/⁻ variants, indicating that the covRS mutations were selected.

We next checked the SsE expression of the 11 SpeBA⁻/⁻ variants as an indicator of whether these covRS mutants enhance expression of virulence genes. SsE solely confers the enzymatic activity of hydrolyzing platelet-activating factor (PAF) in GAS culture supernatants, and the PAF hydrolysis activity increases when the covS gene is deleted or has a null mutation (14, 25, 36).

**TABLE 1** CovRS mutations and in vitro SsE expression of SpeBA⁻/⁻ variants of MGAS2221 isolated from subcutaneous mouse infection

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Strain</th>
<th>covRS mutation</th>
<th>Mutated CovS or CovR</th>
<th>Spel production</th>
<th>In vitro SsE production</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td><strong>136</strong>TTTC<strong>136</strong> deletion in covS</td>
<td>Truncated CovS</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td><strong>223</strong>G to T in covS</td>
<td>Truncated CovS</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td><strong>116</strong>C to A in covS</td>
<td>CovSAla388Asp</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td><strong>481</strong>C to T in covS</td>
<td>Truncated CovS</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Insertion of ATTTTTCTCTGC at nucleotide 99 in covS</td>
<td>Truncated CovS</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td><strong>616</strong>A to T in covR</td>
<td>CovRlle205Phe</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td><strong>616</strong>A to T in covR</td>
<td>CovRlle205Phe</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td><strong>116</strong>C to A in covS</td>
<td>CovSAla388Asp</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td><strong>136</strong>C to T in covS</td>
<td>Truncated CovS</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td><strong>136</strong>C to T in covS</td>
<td>Truncated CovS</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td><strong>116</strong>C to A in covS</td>
<td>CovSAla388Asp</td>
<td>–</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>wt</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>wt</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>wt</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**a** Strains 1 through 11 were all SpeBA⁻/⁻ variants detected among 48 randomly chosen colonies isolated from a mouse infected with MGAS2221, and strains 12 and 13 were randomly chosen from 37 SpeBA⁻/⁻ colonies in the same test. Strain 14 was MGAS2221.

**b** The SsE production status was assigned according to the data shown in Fig. 7.

**c** wt, wild type.
The SpeB\(^{A^-}\)/SsE\(^{A^+}\) phenotype of \textit{in vivo}-selected MGAS2221 variants is caused by \textit{covRS} mutations. (A) SsE PAF acetylhydrolase activity in the culture supernatant of SpeB\(^{A^-}\)/SsE\(^{A^+}\) variants with \textit{covS} mutations and SpeB\(^{A^+}\) isolates from MGAS2221-infected mice. (B) Western blots for SsE and Spy0469 (control) in culture supernatants showing positive detection of SsE in SpeB\(^{A^-}\) variants (strains 1 through 11) but not in SpeB\(^{A^+}\) isolates (strains 12 and 13) and MGAS2221 (strain 14). (C) Complementation of SpeB\(^{A^-}\) variants with pGRV-CovRS (strains 6 and 7) and pCovSC (the other strains) converted the SpeB\(^{A^-}\) phenotype of the mutants into the SpeB\(^{A^+}\) phenotype, and pDCBB controls for pCovSC did not change the status of SpeB production. Strain numbers correspond to those in Table 1. (D) SsE PAF-AH activity in the culture supernatant of pDCBB (control) and pCovSC-transformed SpeB\(^{A^-}\) variants with \textit{covS} mutations listed in Table 1. (E) SsE PAF-AH activity in culture supernatants of the two CovR mutants and their complemented strains with integrated pGRV-CovRS.

**FIG 7**

Drolysis activity of SsE was very low in the culture supernatants of MGAS2221 and two SpeB\(^{A^-}\)/H11001 isolates at the mid-log growth phase (designated the SsEA\(^{A^-}/H11002\) phenotype) but substantially increased in the culture supernatants of the SpeB\(^{A^-}/H11002\) variants (designated the SsEA\(^{A^+/H11001}\) phenotype) (Fig. 7A and D). These results were confirmed by the presence and absence of SsE in the culture supernatants of SpeB\(^{A^-}/H11002\) and SpeB\(^{A^-}/H11001\) isolates, respectively, by Western blotting, whereas Spy0469 (control) was detected in all the culture supernatants (Fig. 7B). Thus, the SpeB\(^{A^-}\) variants with the \textit{covRS} mutations all had enhanced SsE expression.

To determine whether the \textit{covRS} mutations caused the SpeB\(^{A^-}/SsE^{A^+}\) phenotype of these SpeB\(^{A^-}\) variants, these mutants were complemented with wild-type \textit{covS} or \textit{covRS}. The strains with the \textit{covS} mutations were transformed with plasmid pCovSC, whereas the suicide plasmid pGRV-CovRS was integrated into the genomes of the two isolates with the CovR\(_{le205Phe}\) mutation. The complemented strains of these \textit{covRS} mutants all restored SpeB production, whereas the vector controls still had the SpeB\(^{A^-}\) phenotype (Fig. 7C). The complementation of the nine SpeB\(^{A^-}\) variants with \textit{covS} mutations reduced SsE activity in the culture supernatants to the levels of MGAS2221 (Fig. 7D). The complemented \textit{covR} mutants reduced SsE production but still had significantly higher SsE activity than MGAS2221 (Fig. 7E), which might be caused by the presence of a single copy of both the wild-type and mutated \textit{covR} alleles in the complement strains. These results indicate that the observed \textit{covRS} mutations are responsible for the SpeB\(^{A^-}/SsE^{A^+}\) phenotype.

**DISCUSSION**

This report presents two findings on the role of neutrophils in the selection of hypervirulent CovRS mutants of an M1T1 isolate during subcutaneous infection of mice. First, neutrophils play a critical role in the selection of CovRS mutants. Second, CovRS mutants of MGAS2221 are selected for better survival, even though they have a disadvantage in growth \textit{in vivo} compared with wild-type MGAS2221. The significance of these findings is 2-fold. First, these findings are consistent with a model in which neutrophil responses mount pressure for the selection of spontaneous CovRS mutations that enhance innate immune evasion and consequently confer to GAS better survival under the attack of neutrophils. Second, these findings will facilitate the elucidation of the genetic variations among GAS isolates that dictate whether SpeB\(^{A^-}\)/SsE\(^{A^+}\) mutants are selected during soft tissue infections.

Null \textit{covS} mutation-carrying M1T1 strains from severe invasive infection or mouse passage are SpeB\(^{A^-}\)/SsE\(^{A^+}\) strains (12–14, 20). The SpeB\(^{A^-}\) phenotype of such a strain has been shown to be caused by a null \textit{covS} mutation (14). Conversely, characterized M1T1 SpeB\(^{A^-}\) variants from mouse passage have null \textit{covS} muta-
tions (13, 23, 27). SpeB\(^{A^{−}}\) variants have been used to quantify covRS mutations in mouse passage (27, 28), which was apparently based on the assumption that the selected SpeB\(^{B^{−}}\) phenotype is caused by covRS mutations. All 11 SpeB\(^{A^{−}}\) variants obtained from the same mouse had covRS mutations, and the SpeB\(^{A^{−}}\)/Sse\(^{A^{−}}\) phenotype of these variants was caused by the covS or covR mutation. Thus, our data appear to validate the approach that uses the SpeB\(^{B^{−}}\) phenotype as a marker to screen for and quantify covRS mutations of M1T1 isolates during passage in mice. Our data also show that, besides covS truncation mutations, covS and covR missense mutations can lead to the SpeB\(^{A^{−}}\)/Sse\(^{A^{−}}\) phenotype. Certain covS missense mutations have been shown to enhance the production of NADase and reduce SpeB production (40), and the CovS\(^{AL388ASD}\) mutation that causes the SpeB\(^{A^{−}}\)/Sse\(^{A^{−}}\) phenotype has not been reported. In addition, the CovR\(^{L1149FH}\) mutation has not been reported but is close to the known Arg203Ser and Gln216Pro mutations in the DNA-binding domain of CovR (41, 42). CovR\(^{A119H}\) confers a SpeB\(^{A^{−}}\) phenotype (20), and CovR\(^{L1O9F}\) is the second CovR mutation that has been shown to cause the SpeB\(^{A^{−}}\) phenotype.

A novel finding of this study is that neutrophils are required for the selection of CovRS mutations. Recruited macrophages play a role in clearance of GAS (43). However, macrophages appear not to play a critical role in the selection of covRS mutations in MGAS2221, since the decrease in the selection of SpeB\(^{B^{−}}\) variants of MGAS2221 in CXCR2\(^^{−−}\) mice is correlated with the impaired neutrophil recruitment but not with the increased levels of macrophages. These results imply that CovRS mutants confer advantages against the clearance of GAS by neutrophils but not by macrophages. This implication is supported by the fact that most of the known innate immunity-evading factors of GAS target neutrophils. Neutrophil infiltration is reduced by interleukin-8 (IL-8) (52). Specific antibody-mediated opsonophagocytosis is inhibited by the secreted protein Mac (53). GAS also produces DNases to help it escape neutrophils’ DNA-derived extracellular traps (54). All of these virulence factors except for the M protein and ScpA are regulated by CovRS. All these studies suggest that neutrophils mount critical innate immune responses against GAS, which is supported by a number of studies examining GAS killing by neutrophils (55–59).

The SpeB\(^{A^{−}}\) mutant outcompetes wild-type bacteria in mice with normal innate immune responses but is outcompeted by wild-type bacteria when neutrophils and inflammatory macrophages are depleted. These observations suggest that the accumulation of SpeB\(^{A^{−}}\) mutants with time during infection is due to their advantage in survival against innate immune responses over wild-type bacteria, even though the mutants have a disadvantage in growth. Previous findings on the role of Sda1 in and the requirement of the hasA and emm gene for the selection of SpeB\(^{A^{−}}\) mutants imply a survival advantage of SpeB\(^{A^{−}}\) mutants in vivo (27, 28). Our findings explicitly demonstrate that covS mutants can survive better than the parent GAS strain in the presence of neutrophils and inflammatory macrophages. In addition, the ability of GAS to survive against neutrophil killing is more critical than the capacity of GAS to grow faster for the selection of CovRS mutants.

The survival advantage of CovRS mutants over wild-type GAS is apparently due to the enhanced innate immune evasion by the mutants. This advantage appears to be the reason for the in vivo accumulation of SpeB\(^{A^{−}}\) variants of MGAS2221 with time, which is also observed for M1T1 strain 5448 (60). Consistent with previous findings (14, 61), SpeB\(^{A^{−}}\) has enhanced expression of IL-8/CXC chemokine peptide SpyCEP and platelet-activating factor acetylhydrolase Sse as a result of the covS deletion. A null covS deletion not only reduces neutrophil recruitment but also keeps neutrophils away from GAS, and Sse critically contributes to this covS deletion–caused severe innate immune evasion (14, 25). It is possible that CovRS mutants could generate a local neutrophil-free zone through the action of Sse and SpyCEP. The enhanced production of the capsule and Sda1 can also contribute to the survival advantage by enhancing the resistance of GAS to phagocytosis and help mutants escape neutrophil extracellular trap-enhanced clearance, respectively (27).

The covRS mutations in the analyzed SpeB\(^{A^{−}}\) variants were all nonsynonymous mutations and caused the SpeB\(^{A^{−}}\)/Sse\(^{A^{−}}\) phenotype. No covRS mutations were found in the sequenced SpeB\(^{A^{−}}\) isolates. These observations indicate that the covRS mutations are selected. Our findings support a model for the occurrence of SpeB\(^{A^{−}}\)/Sse\(^{A^{−}}\) covRS mutants of M1T1 GAS strains during infection in which spontaneous covR or covS mutations are selected by neutrophils in soft tissue infections for an advantage against the innate immune system over parent strains with functional CovRS (Fig. 8). The new information in this study extends our current understanding that covRS mutations occur in clinical isolates and experimental animal infections and enhance innate immune evasion, skin invasion, and virulence.

The selection power for MGAS2221 covRS mutations in murine skin infections is striking. Our SpeB\(^{A^{−}}\) data are consistent with data reported by Sumby et al. for mucoid isolates obtained from MGAS2221 in murine skin infections (12). Another M1T1 strain, 5448, readily switches to the SpeB\(^{A^{−}}\) phenotype in skin infection as well (21, 27). These data for animal models of GAS infections appear to correlate with the fact that invasive isolates frequently have covRS mutations (15, 16). For example, the invasive M1T1 isolate MGAS5005 has a single-base deletion at position 83 in covS, and this base deletion causes the hypervirulence and SpeB\(^{A^{−}}\) phenotype of MGAS5005 (14).
MGAS315 and MGAS6180 genomes have CovS^{G457V} and CovS^{G226E} mutations, respectively, compared with CovS of the sequenced M1 strain SF370 (32, 62, 63). In addition, the well-known virulent strains NZ131 and CS101 are also SpeBA− strains (data not shown). However, not all GAS isolates switch to the SpeB− phenotype, and the in vivo selection of SpeB− variants appears to be associated with GAS strains that are linked to severe invasive infections. This would explain why we frequently obtain SpeB− isolates from human infections. MGAS2221 was isolated from a patient with scarlet fever and presumably from tonsil or pharynx (20). If true, the isolation of the SpeB−/MGAS2221 strain would suggest that strains of the M1T1 clone associated with severe invasive infections may be subject to less selection pressure for SpeB− variants at the pharynx and tonsil than in soft tissues. As for the carriage stage, strains with wild-type covRS may eventually prevail because they do not divert a significant amount of energy to synthesize high levels of virulence factors that should not be needed when acute inflammation is gone. Indeed, the SpeB−/1 isolate with the null covS mutation grows slower both in vivo and in vitro than MGAS2221. MGAS5005, which has a natural covS deletion and SpeB− phenotype, grows slower in vitro than MGAS2221 (14). Tatsumo et al. recently also reported slower growth of covS mutants than strains with the wild-type covS gene (40). The slowdown in growth of covS mutants in comparison with wild-type strains could be the basis for the overgrowth of wild-type bacteria over covS mutants in saliva (20). Diversion of energy to the enhanced expression of CovRS-regulated virulence factors is most likely responsible for the slowdown in growth of SpeB− variants both in vitro and in vivo.

Sda1 has been shown to provide selection pressure for SpeB− variants of M1T1 isolate 5448 (27). However, recent studies suggest that Sda1 does not play a direct and essential role in the selection of SpeB− variants. M1 isolate SF370 does not switch to an SpeB− phenotype (27), and the introduction of the Sda1− encoding phage into SF370 does not result in the selection of SpeB− variants during infection (29). Furthermore, serotype M98 GAS apparently undergoes SpeB− mutations in patients even though it lacks prophage-encoded Sda1 (30). Besides Sda1, the hasA and emm genes are also required for the selection of SpeB− variants of the M1T1 isolate (28). Both the hyaluronic acid capsule and M protein are required for resistance of GAS to phagocytosis by neutrophils. The loss of hasA or emm may cause a loss of the survival advantage conferred by covRS mutations. SF370 has functioning hasA and emm genes. Therefore, hasA and emm genes are required for but are not the direct cause of the selection of SpeB− variants. Thus, the exact basis for why covRS mutations are selected in strains of the M1T1 GAS clone associated with severe invasive infections but not the SF370 M1 isolate remains unknown. Since neutrophils exert pressure for the selection of CovRS mutants, identifying molecular events in the M1T1 clone that may lead to a disadvantage against neutrophil responses may be a good strategy to elucidate the basis for in vivo selection of covRS mutations.
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